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Birding

Biking

Congo-Nile Trail

Chimpanzee Tracking

Whether you are a twitcher, enthusiast or eco-tourist, you should
not miss out on this fantastic opportunity to encounter beautiful
species along the lakeshores, hills and gardens around Rubavu.
In fact, the shores of Lake Kivu in Rubavu are a haven for a
wide range of common but stunning bird species such as the
Double-toothed Barbet, Yellow-bellied Waxbill, Familiar Chat,
Brown-throated Wattle-eye and Spot-flanked Barbet, Bronze
Sunbird, White-browed Robin-chat, Long-tailed Cormorant,
Speckled Mousebirds. You will come across a vast number of
aquatic and wetland birds such as the White-breasted
Cormorants and Pied Kingfishers fishing for food.

If you like to discover a town on a bike, Rubavu is the
destination. Rubavu offers many good opportunities for biking
in the town as well as around Kigufi and Nyamyumba. You will
definitely discover the different facets that Rubavu offers at
your own pace.

The Congo-Nile trail is a hiking and biking trail located along
the coast of Lake Kivu. It is ripe for exploration, offering you
one of the most unique and memorable experiences, amongst
others, in the country.

The montane rainforest of Gishwati is home to the elusive
eastern chimpanzee as well as many other mammals and
endemic bird species.

This 280 km trail stretching from Rubavu in the North to Rusizi in
the South, passing through Rutsiro, Karongi and Nyamasheke,
lets you explore and experience the many delights of the
Western Province - coffee, tea and banana plantations, quiet
natural beaches, amazing views of beautiful and dramatic
landscapes, guided fishing experience, traditional Rwandan
dances, and discovering the unique culture of the Nkombo
residents in the Nkombo island – the biggest island on the
Rwandan side of Lake Kivu.

Biking is possible on tarmac around central town and from
Gisenyi to Nyamyumba. For the more adventurous biker there
are countless dirt roads in the hills and along the Lake shore
throughout the destination.

When one thinks of escaping the hustle and bustle
of city life in Kigali, Rubavu naturally comes to
mind. This waterfront town on the northern shores
of Lake Kivu in the Western Province is one of the
most popular weekend or short holiday
destinations in Rwanda.

This bustling town can be accessed easily by road
using public or private transport from the capital or
any other town. If you happen to be in Rusizi or
Kibuye, a boat ride to Rubavu will definitely up
your experience. Rubavu also offers various
accommodation facilities no matter whether you
are a luxury traveller, a mid-range traveller or a
budget traveller.
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Hiking

Lake Activities

Rubavu offers many short hikes perfect for a day trip to the
various hills and mountains around the town. Hiking trails such
as the ones to Mount Rubavu, Mount Muhungwe, the Nengo
View Point or the Rubona Hill offer a fantastic view of Rubavu
town and the Democratic Republic of Congo on the other side.

Lake Kivu is a beautiful destination to unwind yourself after your
intense adventures or if you want to simply get away from the
hustle and bustle of the capital city and the humdrum of work.

For more information on tours and activities and
guided tours (hiking, biking, kayaking, boating,
night fishing, birdwatching) in Rubavu and the
Destination Kivu Belt, visit: https://kivubelt.travel/

Rwerere

Join the Forest of Hope Association and Wilderness Safaris for
an experience in this national park.
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Mt. Muhungwe is Rwanda's highest
non-volcanic peak at 2928m. It offers
a challenging hike with two peaks
and two hiking trails through the
forest to the top.
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This beautiful body of water gives an equally picturesque
panoramic view of the Democratic Republic of Congo on
one side and the majestic mountains on the other. You can
experience this bounteous mixture by planning a kayak or a
boat trip or joining the fishermen in their traditional boats for
night fishing. Moreover, the shores of the Lake offer one of the
most remarkable birding spots in Rwanda.

CONGO-NILE TRAIL

NYAKIRIBA

Mutura

You can complete the trail within two weeks of hiking or eight
days of biking, or choose to discover the trail on a kayak or a
boat. You can also select small sections of the trail to make it a
day or weekend trip or customize your Congo-Nile Trail
experience by combining biking, hiking and kayaking.
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Located close to Rose Carr's Farm,
the Mugongo caves are fantastic
for caving. Camping facilities are
on offer in the vicinity.

Mugongo Cave

Located less than an hour from Gisenyi, Gishwati Forest was
brought back from the brink of destruction in the 90ʼs. In 2020
it reopened as Rwandaʼs fourth national park to join the
countryʼs long list of conservation success stories.

If you like to explore the countryside, discover unending rolling
hills and numerous towns and villages, get a panoramic
view of the Lake, experience off-the-beaten-track spontaneity,
participate in community-based tourism activities or exhilarate
yourself with adventure, then the trail offers you all of these,
regardless of how you choose to travel. The Congo-Nile Trail is
a destination to find your adventure, serenity and regenerate
your spirit!

Whether you are travelling alone, with friends or
with your family, here you can unwind yourself by
relaxing on the attractive palm-lined sandy beaches
of the Lake and enjoy the expansive views of the
stunning mountains. You can also discover the town
and the local marketplace, revel in beach parties,
watch birds and enjoy the cool temperate climate
and the beauty of sunsets.
However, if you are a more adventurous traveller,
the town also offers watersport activities like
kayaking and boating. Rubavu is also the starting
point of the Congo Nile Trail for hiking and biking
and experiencing community-based tourism activities. There are various dedicated service providers
and tour operators that offer these services.
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Mrs Rose Carr was the first American to settle in
Rwanda in 1949. During her years, she witnessed
independence and became a good friend of Dian
Fossey. Mrs Carr bought a flower farm, settled
down and never left. After the genocide, she
turned the farm into the orphanage Imbabazi of
Mudende. Today it is a beautiful place with
educational facilities, a campsite and caving
activities. The site is easily accessible and around
20 km from Rubavu.
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Pfunda Tea Cooperative

Beach Bars

Tea Tour

Rwanda produces some of the world's
best tea thanks to its climate and fertile
volcanic earth. At Pfunda, you can
experience the green tea fields and the
tea production first-hand through an
interactive guided tour, ranging from
nursery to delivery of tea leaves to the
factory, including hands-on experience
in collecting tea leaves with farmers.

Dock
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Ibere Rya Bigogwe
Visit these green hills and gain a
first-hand experience of Rwanda's
obsession and love for cows. You can
camp under the stars, participate in
Rwanda's traditional sports or go
hiking in this fantastic location.
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One of Rwanda's four national
parks located about an hour's drive
from Rubavu. This unique montane
rain forest is home to several rare
primate species and rare birds.
Stay at the Forest of Hope Guest
House and hike to one of the
waterfalls inside the forest or track
the elusive eastern chimpanzee.
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Some of the best coffee in the world
comes from the Kivu Belt Region on the
shores of Lake Kivu. COOPROKAKI
cooperative, located in Kivumu, takes you
on an interactive journey where you will
have the crop-to-cup experience.
Additionally, the spectacular view of Lake
Kivu will make your tour more memorable.
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Gisenyi Airport

This area around the small border
is used to cross over to DRC on
foot. Several shops selling
hardware are located here. You
can also find several butcheries
here and the new cross-border
mall, which is primarily a market
for meat and vegetables.

Lancet Laboratories

Mt. Rubavu has a lovely
circular hiking trail starting
from central town, off one of
the small roads by the Delta
Petrol Station.

Jambo Store Peace Corner Store

Ave de l'umuganda

The area around here is
mostly residential, with
several offices and few
small shops.
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This area is the City Centre where you can find just about
any shop and service if you know where to look, which
can be daunting as most shops are small and specialized.
However, people are friendly, and if you ask someone
about a service you are looking for, they will generally
accompany you and show you where the shop is located.
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The main open-air market in the centre of town
has everything from second-hand clothes to
electronics and textiles. This is the place to buy
your vegetables. If you need help with
carrying or shopping, there are cooperative
members dressed in green to assist you.
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Commonly referred to as
"Banking Street", this area is lined
with several banks and ATMs.
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The lower-central area down by
the Lake is a smaller shopping
area with crafts, bars, a wine
shop and a small supermarket.
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The palm-lined Avenue de la Cooperation next
to the public beach is a highlight for most visitors
to Rubavu. Take a stroll under the palms, enjoy
the historical buildings or have your photo taken
with Lake Kivu as a backdrop.
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The Nengo hill trail offers a
fantastic view over the town and
the Lake. It is easily accessed from
the small road by the beach bars.
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Rubavu Public Beach is Rwanda's
largest and only public beach. You can
chill on the beach or take a stroll in the
surrounding gardens.
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Several hardware stores are located
on one of the small streets, two streets
up from behind Boulangerie Habibu.
Has everything from light bulbs to
shower handles.
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Bars, Restaurants & Café
Celebz Bar & Resto (Chez Yves) – A restobar with fresh fish and beverages located in
Nyamyumba, close to the hot springs. (J6)
El Classico Beach Bar – Large beach bar by the Lake in Kigufi near the Bralirwa brewery.
This is the place to enjoy Rwandan grill, music and drinks with a genuine local vibe. (I6)
Lakeside Bar Beach – Restaurant with BBQ on the edge of the Lake. (F4)
Little Paris - Beach bar with food and good view. (F4)
Migano Café – The café with good service, great coffee and food. Good selection of
brunch, lunch and fresh juices. Also has its own bakery and ice cream. (D3)
New Tam Tam – The classic and most famous beach bar in Rubavu. Has its own beach
with a mixture of sports, swimming, boats and party. (E4)
Roxy Bar & Restaurant – A bar & nightclub with a food menu. It offers live music and
karaoke on the weekends and is an excellent place to enjoy drinks with views of Lake Kivu
or spend late-night dancing. (D2)
Saga Bay – Excellent place with good food if you want to relax and enjoy a sundowner or
have a chilled evening. (E4)
Wazi Wine Garage - Restaurant with good food and selection of wines. It has two
locations - one close to Paradise Malahide in Kigufi and the other with a private garden
near the beach in Rubavu Town. (D3)
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The steep hills of
Rubona have many
houses with gardens
and agriculture.

Here, you can find several
tiny grocery shops, local
bars and evening markets.

Methane Gas Platform

Along the Lakeside, there are many
hotels with restaurants and bars.
Most of the hotels are also certified
as birder-friendly accommodations.

Young Women Destination is an association of women who
dropped out of school due to unplanned pregnancies. The
cooperative organises various tours and make handcraft to
support the members of the cooperative. Visitors are
welcome to visit Young Women Destination and to join one
of their activities.

Young Women Destination

Palm
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Resort INZU Lodge
Hakuna Matata

Hardware

Lancet Laboratories – Medical Laboratory near the small border. (B3)
Polyclinic Croix du Sud – A large private clinic in the centre of town. (D4)
Rubavu Hospital – Main public hospital and medical testing centre. (D4)
Kigufi Health Center – A small health centre with basic facilities in Kigufi outside town. (L6)
Rubavu Police Station – The main police station is located up the road from the roundabout at the entrance to town. (D4)
Immigration Offices– Immigration offices are located at the Petit Barrière and at the
Rubavu District Office. (A1 & D3)

Here is one of the top entertainment
areas of Rubavu, with several bars and
restaurants, all having seatings at the
waterʼs edge and some with beaches.
This is the place to go for authentic local
entertainment, sundowners or live music.
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A visit to Rubavu is not complete
without a boat ride. At just about
any hotel, bar or restaurant close
to the Lake, there will be offers of
boat rides.
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Kayaking on Lake Kivu is an adventurous
as well as a relaxing activity, offering
both the thrill-seeking paddlers the option
to venture into the vast Lake and novices
to explore the Lake at a more relaxed
pace while grasping the stunning scenery.
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many hotels with restaurant
and bars and you can
access the city centre easily.
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Known as the ʻhealing hot springs of Nyamyumbaʼ, the
hot springs emerge from the ground and gather in two
pools with warm and pleasant bathing temperatures. The
springs are operated by the local community, who charge
a small entrance fee and offer visitors mud baths and
massage services.

Participate in one of Rwandaʼs most captivating
and enthralling water activities, Night fishing.
Join the singing fishermen at sunset as they lay
their nets for the night to catch Isambaza fish in
their traditional style -- canoeing in groups of
three boats -- and listen to them sing folk songs
in the language of the Kivu fishermen while
they recount their stories.

Arts & Crafts
African Work Art Exposition – Good selection of arts and crafts imported from Congo,
Tanzania and Kenya and some Rwandan Art. (E4)
Arts and Crafts Store – Good selection of arts and crafts, mainly imported from the
neighbouring countries and Rwanda. (E4)
Kivu Art Gallery – Selection of handmade African arts and crafts. (E4)
Objet Dʼart Expo – Arts and crafts store in a building next to the S&P petrol station at the
main entrance to town. (E4)
Young Women Destination – Womenʼs cooperative that offers community-based tourism
activities and handcraft products. (I5)

Markets & Grocery
Amazon Liquor Store – A wine and spirits store and bar with a good selection. (E4)
Dream Shop – Grocery store with decent selection and parking outside. (D4)
Habibu Market – This is the largest supermarket in Rubavu that also bakes fresh bread,
located across the street from the Rubavu central market. (C4)
Halal Store – Small grocery store with a decent selection, but it has a good location and is
easily accessible. (E4)
Jambo Store – Grocery store with a good selection of products and a bar. (B3)
Kigali Meat Co. – Small but fresh butchery next to the Petit Barrière. (B2)
Peace Corner – Great grocery store with a good selection of products and reasonable
prices. (B4)
Rugari Meat Processing – You can buy meat at the butchery straight from the meat
processing factory near the Petit Barrière. (B2)
Rubavu Market – The main open-air market in the centre of town that has everything from
second-hand clothes to electronics, textile, vegetables. (D4)

Home Appliances, Hardware and Electronics
Abba Tech – Electronics and repair shop. (D4)
Hardware Stores – You can find several hardware stores on one of the small streets, two
streets up from behind Boulangerie Habibu. (C4)
Smile Technology – Electronics repair shop and Irembo Agent. (D4)
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